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BOOK REVIEW

New revelations on
Buddha’s birth
Book - Siduhath Kumaru
Upan Lumbiniye Mayadevi
Viharaya
Author:
Sirisaman Wijetunga

Reviewed by Rohana
Aryaratna

T

he Buddha’s Birth and the
place where he was born and
all other details connected
to the hallowed event is significant
to Buddhists all over the world.
According to Buddhist tradition
Queen Maya gave birth to Prince
Siddhartha, holding on to a branch
of a Sal tree in the Lumbini garden
or park (in present day Nepal),
midway between the kingdoms of
her husband, King Suddodana and
her parents.
There have been various different
viewpoints and opinions presented
by many historians and scholars
regarding the birth and other
important events of the life of the
Buddha. Whatever views presented
should be verified and proved with
evidence and facts gathered from
archaeological excavations.
The latest
archaeological foray into
the birth of the
Buddha and
the place was
initiated by
Professor Robin
Coningham of
Durham University, England.
A prolific
writer on historical and archaeological events,
Sirisaman Wijetunga in his latest publication
entitled ‘Siduhath Kumaru
Upan Lumbiniye
Mayadevi Viharaya’ deals mainly
with Professor Coningham’s new
discoveries in the Mayadevi Temple
and how those details have changed
present scholarly views regarding
the birth and the place where the
Buddha was born.

Buddhist traditions
Wijetunga’s latest publication is
important to those who read only
Sinhala publications because this
book is a great source to expand
their limited knowledge of this
important event other than what
Buddhist traditions and oral and
textual sources had taught them
earlier.
In addition to what Professor
Coningham discovered, Wijetunga
has given a detailed description of
Emperor Asoka and his propagation
of Buddhism, political and sociological details of Jambudipa [India],
how Buddhist literary works had
depicted the Buddha’s birth and
also the Lumbini Garden where
he was born. His close association
with history and archaeology has
enabled him to enrich the Sinhala
readers with a plethora of publications—books and a series of newspaper articles—about the heritage
linked to Buddhism. His service
and the experience he gained as an

associate director in the Archaeology Department and also in several
other institutions pertaining to the
field of history and archaeology, has
turned him into a specialist and an
important personality in these particular fields.
Lumbini is one of the key sites
associated with the life of the Buddha and was rediscovered in 1896
when it was identified as the birthplace of the Sacred One. According
to the rock edict documenting the
visit of Emperor Asoka to the site
of the Buddha’s birth and other
evidence revealed from the earlier
excavations, the sacred event is said
to have occurred in the 3rd century
B.C.
But the latest excavations directed
by Robin Coningham and Kosh
Prasad Acharya in the Mayadevi
Temple premises, revealed older
timber structures lying beneath
the walls of the later brick shrine.
According to Coningham the layout
of the more recent shrine duplicates
the layout of the earlier wooden
structures pointing to a continuity
of Buddhist worship at the site.

Historic details
The exact date of the Buddha’s
birth is disputed with Nepalese
authorities accepting 623 B.C. and
others favouring more recent dates
around 400 B.C. But
the discovery of a
timber structures
buried within the
temple and also
parts of a tree supposed to be the tree
that Queen Maya
grasped while delivering the child Siddartha, has given a
new meaning to the
existing views.
The discovery
contributes to a better understanding
of the early development of Buddhism,
the early life of the
Buddha and also the
spiritual significance
of Lumbini. The most important
fact is that these excavations at the
Mayadevi Temple reveal that the
Buddha could have been living
more than a century earlier than the
dates accepted by many scholars.
The new developments seem to
have prompted Wijetunga to bring
out a well researched and well compiled treatise. Professor Leelananda
Prematilake in one of the prefaces
states that Wijetunga’s attempt to
present details of Coningham’s significant discoveries and the historic
details of Buddhism in India and
the major events in the life of the
Buddha, should be commended
as it helps and guides interested
Sinhala readers to get a better
understanding of this hallowed
event as well as the historical and
archaeological value of our Buddhist heritage.
In addition to the excavations in
Mayadevi Temple Wijetunga also
adds a special chapter describing
the valuable and courageous contributions of Anagarika Dharmapala
in rescuing Buddhagaya, a religious
site important to Buddhist followers.
Wijetunga’s latest publication
is a valuable and significant contribution to readers and scholars
interested in the traditions and the
history of Buddhism.
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When small things
come in great
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comfortable. Likewise the actors selling it.
Rudd has always been a curious
quantity, a team player to the point
of bench sitting. Likable, popular, he’s
never gotten the star bump from an
Apatow comedy of the kind enjoyed
by Steve Carell or Seth Rogen. And
in Ant-Man once again he’s less than
the centerpiece, being elbowed aside

Sunday, July 19
Yesterday once more – Bishops College
Auditorium – 7 p.m.
Art of living – BMICH – 10 a.m.
Manoj Peiris-Curry Leaf, Hilton – 7 p.m.
Aubrey Weiman – Kingsbury – 7 p.m.
Oriental Trio – Terrace, Mt. Lavinia – 7 p.m.
DJ Arcadia - Sky, Kingsbury – 7 p.m.
Thusitha Dananjaya – Galadari Hotel – 7 p.m.
Barefoot Band – Barefoot – 11 a.m.
Beverly Rodrigo – Cinnamon Grand – 7 p.m.
Paul Perera – Calfornia Gril – 7 p.m.
Norma’n Jazz – Mount Lavinia Hotel – 11 a.m.
Wave – Kingsbury – Poolside – 7 p.m.
Savindswa Wijesekera – Cinnamon Lakeside – 7 p.m.

packages

The next evolution of the Marvel Cinematic Universe brings a founding member of The Avengers to the big screen for the first time with
Marvel Studios’ ‘Ant-Man’. Armed with the
astonishing ability to shrink in scale
but increase in strength, master
thief Scott Lang must embrace
his inner-hero and help his mentor, Dr. Hank Pym, protect the
secret behind his spectacular
Ant-Man suit from a new generation of towering threats.
Against seemingly insurmountable obstacles,
Pym and Lang must
plan and pull off a
heist that will save
the world.

I

n its efforts to
colonize the multiplex with heroes,
Marvel Studios has gone big
(Thor), bigger (Hulk),
neurotic (Spider-Man),
unmanicured (Wolverine) and anarchist
collective (Avengers)
and finally decided
that less is more.
Turns out they were
right: Ant-Man,
while based on a
minor deity in
Marvel’s pantheon, is not only
one of the more
entertainingly
human fantasies to come out
of the studio,
but it also
defies the
bedrock
fanboy

Monday, July 20

Roaming on
by the scenery-devouring Michael
Douglas.
As Hank Pym, the original AntMan, Douglas maneuvers Lang into
thwarting the plans of Pym’s former
protégé Darren Cross (Corey Stoll),
an incipient madman who plans to
sell Pym’s ideas to the military—or
whatever nefarious interest will pay
the most. Rudd brings the warmth,
though, which has never been a Marvel priority.
When we first see Lang emerge
from prison, he presumes that his
master’s degree in electrical engineering will lead to post-incarceration
employment.
Cut to Baskin-Robbins, where he’s
relegated to serving numbskulls and
working for worse. Desperate to pay
his past-due child support so he can
see his daughter, he signs on with a
trio of larcenous goofballs who have
a tip: inside some rich guy’s house
in San Francisco is a safe containing
untold fortune. What they find isn’t
money or jewels. It’s a hybrid motorcycle suit and snorkel mask—the
Ant-Man suit. The rich guy is Pym.

Ant-Man suit
aesthetic that you don’t want to
merely watch the superhero; you
want to be the superhero. Who
wants to be a tiny little man, running through carpet nap like it was a
cornfield in North by Northwest?
For any of Ant-Man’s deficiencies
in the vicarious-thrills department,
his movie is balanced by multilayered
performances as well as a reliance on
formula—not the kind that helps our
hero, ex-con cat burglar Scott Lang
(Paul Rudd), shrink to insect size,
but the kind that gets a movie over
on an audience.

Redemptive parable
At no time during director
Peyton Reed’s concoction does a
viewer feel he’s not being played by
a movie that’s equal parts revenge
tale, redemptive parable, apocalyptic
thriller and cornucopia of oedipal clichés. Still, the pace of the wisecracks,
pathos, CGI fireworks and scientific
double-talk is highly satisfying, even
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The origin story is always the easiest to pull off—the introduction of
characters, the training montages.
Ant-Man does it all, though Lang
has his own skill set when the movie
starts, which elevates him above
Peter Parker–ish naivete. He’s practiced at parkour, knows technology
and cracks Pym’s safe with a series of
innovations that are downright magical, as is Reed’s direction of same.
There’s also a complication with
Pym’s supposedly estranged daughter
Hope (Evangeline Lilly), a martialarts master and tech savant who
doesn’t understand why Dad won’t
let her put on the Ant-Man suit.
Which makes her less intelligent than
she seems to be. Fathers worshipping daughters is a big element in
Ant-Man, along with sons rejecting
fathers: Cross was mentored by Pym
and feels abandoned; his inner turmoil is less Oprah than Aeschylus.
The bonding of Lang and Pym,
on the other hand, will lead to great
things. And sequels.
-JohnAnderson for Time

‘Rue de la Nostalgie’

DJ Shane – Library, Cinnamon Lakeside – 8 p.m.
Stella Karaoke – Il Ponte – 8 p.m.
Shamal - Califonia Gril – 7.pm
Thusitha Dananjaya – Galadari Hotel – 7 p.m.
Ananda Dabare Trio – Cinnamon Grand – 7 p.m.
Manoj Peiris – Curry Leaf, Colombo Hilton 6 pm.
Savindswa Wijesekera – Cinnamon Lakeside – 7 p.m.

Tuesday, July 21
Arosha Katz – Cinnamon Lakeside – 7 p.m.
Cold Sweat – Kingsbury – 7 p.m.
Paul Perera – Galadari Hotel – 7 p.m.
Shamal - Califonia Gril – 7.pm
Stella Karaoke – Il Ponte – 8 p.m.
Trio – Cinnamon Grand – 7 p.m.
Manoj Peiris – Curry Leaf, Colombo Hilton 6.30 pm.
DJ Shane – Library – Cinnamon Lakeside – 8 p.m.
Flame – Curve – 7 p.m.

Wednesday, July 22

A

by Dilshan Boange

Parisian street came
alive on Colombo’s
Guilford Crescent on
Friday July 10. And I
shall take the liberty of
christening it ‘Rue de la Nostalgie’
(Street of Nostalgie). Coming to life
between the walls of the elegantly-lit
Lionel Wendt Art Gallery, veteran
television host, writer, public relations specialist and corporate etiquette trainer Kumar de Silva’s annually held black and white photography exhibition of France ‘through a
lens’ –‘Nostalgie’ opened for the fifth
successive year. The theme of this
year’s exhibition was street scenes
from Paris. And what was Kumar to
present this year as the setting and
decor theme for his exhibition? A
street scene of Paris, setup inside the
gallery itself!
The opening evening was a star
studded scene to remember with the
presence of screen stars like Sriyani
Amarasena, Sabeetha Perera, Angela
Seneviratne, Semini Iddamalgoda,
Sangeetha Weeraratne, Yashodha
Wimalaradharma together with
gurus of ‘cinema direction’ like
Chandran Rutnam and Mrs. Sumitra
Peiris and of course the chief guest
of the evening who crowned the
event with her gracious participation
–Mrs. Iranganie Serasinghe.

Notable feature
There were also many of his good
friends such as Vajira Chitrasena,
Ramani Fernando and Nayana
Karunaratne, former Army Commander Gen. Daya Ratnayake,
Abbas Esufally, Ishan of the De
Lanerolle Brothers fame, Padma
Maharaja, Sanjeev Jayaratnam of
The Revelations Fame, Deepa Edirisinghe of the EAP Group among
several others.
A notable feature was the presence of his numerous friends from
the print and electronic media in a
massive show of solidarity for this
exhibition for charity,
All profits from the sale of photographs will go to the Scholarship
Fund of the children of the awardwinning ‘Nation’ / ‘Rivira’ press pho-

Arosha Katz – Cinnamon Lakeside – 7 p.m.
Jazz Trio – Kingsbury – 7 p.m.
Thusitha Dananjaya – Galadari Hotel – 7 p.m.
Shamal -Califonia Gril – 7.pm
Beverley Rodrigo – Cinnamon Grand – 5.00 p.m.
DJ Kapila – Library – Cinnamon Lakeside – 8 p.m.
Kool – Curve – 7 p.m.
Manoj Peiris – Curry Leaf, Colombo Hilton 6 pm.
DJ Effex – Magarita Blue – 8 p.m.
Replay – Colombo Courtyard – 8 p.m.

Thursday, July 23

Kumar de Silva

tographer, the late Rukshan Abeywansa, who died last year.
The French Embassy in Colombo
displayed its solidarity with Kumar
in full measure with a high profile
presence.
The Alliance Francaise de Kotte
(AFKo) also was a notable institutional partner of this delightful and
aesthetically appreciable project.
Black and white photographs of
streets scenes of Paris adorned the
four immaculate walls of the gallery
while cosy corners and nooks of
mannequins dressed up as Parisians
were frozen in their moments of
painting street scenes, and rendezvous-ing at wayside cafes while a
‘lady of the night’ in fishnet stockings and mini skirt discreetly stood
behind a lamppost!
Veteran broadcaster and thespian
Neidra Williams was the compere
and added much vibrancy to the
evening’s proceedings. Young musician Nuran Gomes delivered an
enchanting solo violin performance
and then soon the crowds along Rue
de la Nostalgie were rapt by the captivating vocal elegance of songstress
Menaka de Fonseka Sahabandu
dressed as a Parisian street singer
replete with beret et al.
She enchanted the guests with
the perennial “La Vie en Rose” and
“Under the Bridges of Paris” serenading guests along the centre of
the street and ascending the stage.

An accordion player
too entered the vibrant
Rue de la Nostalgie
to add to the Frenchy
ambiance. Red and
white wine generously
flowed together with
delectable canapés
like spicy prawn
pastry boats, stuffed
eggs, and salami
with creamed cheese
on bread, and not
forgetting a remarkably delicious iced
coffee to delighted
the palates of the crowd that
thronged Rue de la Nostalgie that
memorable Friday evening.

The ambience
Elegant old fashioned iron
streetlamps provided by Ravindra
Randeniya and The Film Team
marked the lengths of the street
scene and added much to the ambience. Lou Ching Wong was instrumental in the creative direction that
‘dressed up’ the scene and must be
applauded for the commendable
‘installation art’ decor which surely
everybody there delighted in. And
evidently some had delighted more
than others since it was later discovered that some of the invitees had
eaten the chocolate chip cookies
placed on the table that served as
part of a ‘cafe corner scene’ and were
meant strictly as ‘decor’ and not

Gutikaamata Niyamithai
at Pannala
Gutikaamata Niyamithai, a hilarious play which depicts
how one loses one’s identity in society, will
be staged at the Pannala Town Hall on
Sunday, July 26 at 3.30 p.m. and 6.30 p.m.
Portraying the exceptional characters
will be W. Jayasiri, Sarath Kothalawala and Dharmapriya Dias.
Other players include Chandana Aluthge (stage lighting)
Shantha Peiris (music) and
Saman Hemarathne (music)
Luvoline Wandawall
(Stage Settings), Janaka
Thilakaratnne (Costume
designs) and Sumedha
Prasanna, Ruwan Kumara
and Susanga Kahandawalaarachchi (Stage Management)
Gutikaamata Niyamithai,
is written and directed by
Thilak Nandana Hettiaarachchi of
Gabsaawa and presented by Jude
Sirimal for Nirmala Prakashana.

Kismet – Galadari Hotel - 7 p.m.
Heat – Margarita Blue – 8.30 p.m.
Ananda Dabare Trio – Cinnamon Grand – 7 p.m.
Manoj Peiris – Curry Leaf, Colombo Hilton 6.30 pm.
Rock Steady – Qbaa – 8 p.m.
Paul Perera - Califonia Gril – 7.pm
Savindswa Wijesekera – Cinamon Lakeside – 7 p.m.
Funk Junction – Curve – 7 p.m.

Friday, July 24

part of the refreshments! Memorable
moments and anecdotes for days
ahead were thus not deficient on
Rue de la Nostalgie that balmy Friday evening.
Five years now in the running
with Nostalgie, a celebration of
France through black and white
photography themed to a different style each year, Kumar de Silva
who unpretentiously admits that
his venture into photography is an
amateur’s efforts to explore a sense
of aesthetic expression with the
camera, has done justice to those
who spent time to gaze at ‘France’ as
he has captured it through the lens.
Congratulations Chevalier Kumar de
Silva, another successful edition of
Nostalgie has been completed. What
waits next year round? Time will tell.
And until then let a hearty chorus
ring out – Vive Nostalgie !

Rebels – Mount Lavinia Hotel – 7 p.m.
Anno Domini / Beverley Rodrigo –
Cinnamon Grand – 7 p.m.
Crossroads/Effex Djs – Margarita Blue – 8.30 p.m.
Kismet – Galadari Hotel – 7 p.m.
Herschel Rodrigo Trio-California Grill – 7 p.m.
Manoj Peris – Curry leaf – Colombo Hilton 7 p.m.
Magic Box Mix up – Waters Edge – 8 p.m.
Cold Sweat – Kingsbury – 7 p.m.
DJ Shane – Library – Cinnamon Lakeside – 9 p.m.
RCC – 7 Degrees North – 7 p.m.
Arosha Katz – Cinnamon Lakeside – 7 p.m.
D Zone – Curve – 7 p.m.

Saturday July 25
Sing-a-long with Annesley – OTSC – 7.30 p.m.
Norma’n Jazz – Mount Lavinia Hotel – 7 p.m.
Magic Box – Qbaa – 8 p.m.
Mintaka – Curve Bar – 9 p.m.
Wave – Kingsbury Poolside – 7 p.m.
Maxwell Fernando – Cinnamon Lakeside – 7 p.m.
RCC – 7 Degrees North – 7 p.m.
DJ Naushad – Waters Edge – 8 p.m.
Burn/Effex DJ – Margarita Blue – 8.30 p.m.
Maru Palanaya – Lionel Wendt – 7.30 p.m.
Manoj Peiris – Curry Leaf, Colombo Hilton 7 p.m.
Heart ‘N’ soul – Galadari Hotel – 7 p.m.
Thusitha Dananjaya – California Grill – 7 p.m.
G 9 / Heat – Cinnamon Grand 7 p.m.
DJ Shane - Library – Cinnamon Lakeside – 8 p.m.

E-mail your events to vdt@sundayobserver.lk

Henry Jayasena’s ‘kuweni’ reborn
Henry Jayasena's award
winning play Kuweni is
to be brought back to the
stage as a new production,
to be directed by Samudra
Jeewani Karunananda.
It will premire (Tuesday)
July 28 at 8.15 a.m. and
10.30 a.m. at the Air Conditioned New Town Hall
Colombo 07.
Kuweni has been hailed
by critics as well at theatre-goers as a milestone
production, which brought
our, a new stylistic trend in
theatre, bases on the great
Greed tradition. Kuweni
won almost all the awards
in the stylized section of
the National Drama Festival in 1963.
The original music
of award winner H.H.
Bandara, will be directed

in the new production by
Gayanath Nalaka Dahanayake. Make-up is by
Chaminda Lakmal and

lighting will be directed by
Upali Weerasinghe.
The New production is a
joint effort by the Universi-

ty of Aesthetic studies and
Nirmala Prakashana. The
chief Organiser of the new
production is Jude Srimal.

